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British calves shot after export closure

I HEAR that there has been a fresh boost in sales of `bolt guns'
for humane slaughter of dairy bull calves in Britain recently.
This follows last month's decision by Dutch importers to
`voluntarily' cease buying calves in Britain after TB infection

ALL-IRELAND LADIES' football final

was found in some animals that had been imported from south
west England to a veal production unit in the Netherlands.
Calls for an official ban on exports of cattle from Britain
were rejected by the EU Commission Ð but the `voluntary'
action seems to have had much the same effect as a full scale
ban.

Consumer Association promotes imports

LIDL and Aldi must be delighted that Ann Fitzgerald of the
National Consumer Agency (NCA) continues to provide them
with free publicity. Unfortunately, regular surveys from the
NCA fail to recognise the fact that SuperValu, Tesco, Superquinn and Dunnes stock a considerable range of quality
assured Irish product, while Aldi and Lidl stock very little
meat or dairy products of Irish origin.
For the sake of Irish food producers, the NCA needs to go
beyond the soundbyte of telling consumers that own label
imports are the cheapest products on the market. Fresh,
quality assured and traceable must count for something too.

ESB to roll on BIO

I HEAR that the ESB is to convert its fleet of vehicles to
biofuels. Details of the development are to be announced later
this week in Limerick. The biofuel project is to be a joint
venture with the University of Limerick.

Celebs in Ploughing shoot-out

THERE should be plenty craic at the National Dairy Council
(NDC) stand at next week's Ploughing. With the support of the
Football Association of Ireland they are running a celebrity
soccer shoot out to raise funds for Concern.
Â and the Guild of Agricultural
Personalities from RTE
Journalists are among those taking part at 2pm daily during

I expect that farmers in Louth and Monaghan will have a keen eye on Sunday's ladies' football All-Ireland final, with Louth-based
REPS adviser Edel Byrne lining out for her native Monaghan against Cork.

Kennedy DVD an online hit
IRISH Farmers Journal
dairy editor Jack Kennedy
recently produced a DVD
entitled `Cash cows', with
detailed management information

for

making

money from grass-based
appetites, an eight-minute
promo was placed on the

farmersjournal.ie website
two weeks ago and I see
that it has already been
viewed 1,500 times.
The DVD, produced with
sponsorship from AIB, will
be available for 25 at the

Farmers Journal stand.

Dairy Editor Jack Kennedy’s guide
to milking more money from grass

`Cash cows', a DVD
produced by IFJ dairy
editor, Jack Kennedy.
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Dipping into the NIMBY culture

THE NIMBY culture is alive and well all over Ireland. One
recent example to come to attention was in Donegal, where a
farmer has been prevented by court order from using his
diptub.
The tub in question was part of an integrated handling unit
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